
Site no OFIAR-009-005

County Offaly TownTownland Acantha

Planning Offaly CC Discovery map 48 Six-inch map 9

Summary Substantially complete 18th/early 19th century water-powered corn mill and kiln on
Silver River, and remains of a distillery of c.1782. A second kiln was added in 1954.
Distilling had ceased by 1884, but corn milling continued until 1978. Corn mill retains
its waterwheel, transmission gearing, millstones and ancillary equipment.

History A corn mill and distillery are cited here on the 1838 OS six-inch map. The distillery
was established by John Green in 1782 and the corn mill possibly dates from around
then as well.
The site is described as a corn mill in the 1840s Mill Valuation book and was operated
by Edward Woods at that time. It had two sets of stones, driven by a 12ft x 3ft 6in
waterwheel.
The 1854 Griffith Valuation notes Edward Scully as the occupier. The house, offices,
corn mill, kiln were rated at £18.
The present owner states that the Cobbes took over this site from the Greens in the
1850s. According to family legend, they closed the distillery because they were
teetotallers. However, the absence of the distillery from the valuation books suggests
that it was already closed.
The mill was possibly heightened to its present form in 1904, at the same time as the
three-storey store was re-roofed. Its capacity may well have been enlarged from one-
to three sets of stones at the same time.
A cascade-type grain dryer was erected in 1954. Water power was discontinued
around 1968 and an oil engine was used thereafter. Pinhead and flaked oatmeal
production for human consumption ceased around 1978 but animal feed was
produced using this engine until 1990. Oats are still rolled using a modern roller and
diesel engine.

OFIAR-009-005Component 1

Type Grain kiln; Grain mill (water)

Category Food processing & products Context Industry

Irish Grid 234484 228899 +/- 10m

Surveyor Fred HamondSurvey date 11/06/2003

Remains Complete Condition Fair Use Agricultural building

Grain millingFunction

Remains Complete Condition Poor Use Disused

Remains Substantial remains Condition Fair Use Disused

Remains Complete Condition Fair Use Disused

Waterworks

Building

Plant

Machinery

Description A well-preserved 18th/19th century corn mill and kiln with mid 20th century kiln
addition and ancillary buildings.

Corn mill
This three-storey/single-bay building is aligned approximately north-south on the east
side of the road and now used as an agricultural outbuilding. Pitched corrugated
metal roof, plastic rainwater goods on boarded projecting brick eaves, and rendered
random rubble walls. The north gable shows evidence of heightening by upwards of
1.8m (6ft). There are small square-headed openings to all floors, with timber heads,
2x2 frames and no cills.



Internally, the walls are painted and some are also plastered. The upper floors are
carried on joists over timber transoms supported on intermediate uprights. The roof
rests on single purlins over timber A- trusses; the rafters were removed when the
metal sheeting was put on.

Store 1
A three-storey/single-bay building abuts the south gable of the mill and shares the
same roofline. It is slightly wider than the mill, projecting into the yard at west. Unlike
the mill, it retains its natural slate roof, complete with cement coped brick verges, but
is without rainwater goods. The walls are detailed as the mill. The square-headed
openings are trimmed in brick and have relieving arches over. The apex of the south
gable is built up in brick and may have been half-hipped originally. The kneeler stone
at the SW corner of the store roof carries the date 1904 (commemorating its re-
roofing).
Internally, the wall finishes and floors are similar to the mill and the roof retains its
tied common rafters. The only equipment is a sack hoist on the top floor, driven off a
lineshaft linked to an engine in the cascade dryer room.

Kiln 1
This two-storey/two-bay former grain drying kiln abuts the middle of the east side of
the mill and store. It carries a pitched corrugated metal replacement roof. The eaves
have been raised slightly using pieces of broken perforated ceramic tile (originally on
the drying floor). The walls are of random rubble. There is a small square-headed
window to the top floor, with brick trim. Internally, the hearth and drying floor have
been removed. According to the owner, this floor was removed in the 1980s and the
kiln tiles were reused at Newmills, a corn mill restored by the Office of Public Works
near Letterkenny, Co Donegal.

Seed house
Abutting the north end of the east wall of the mill/store is a small single-storey/single-
bay seed house. It has a monopitched corrugated-metal roof, no rainwater goods and
random rubble walls. It has two square-headed doorways, but no windows. It contains
a reciprocating sieve and fans for sifting and winnowing shelled oats; this machinery
was driven by a belt from within the mill proper.

Kiln 2
A four-storey high/single-bay 20th century grain drying room about the east wall of
store 1 and the south wall of the original kiln. This structure has a pitched corrugated
asbestos roof, mass-concrete walls and square-headed openings. The original ridge
vent is now covered with corrugated metal sheeting.
Internally, this room contains a cascade dryer heated from below by a small furnace
fired with peat briquettes. Grain was fed into the top of the dryer using a bucket
elevator driven by a small TVO stationary engine on the ground floor. This engine
also powered the sack hoist on the top floor of the store and still drives a elevator
which raises grain up to the top floor of the store to feed the Suitor roller on the
ground floor of the mill.

Store 2
This single-bay building abuts the west side of the mill and store 1. Originally 1½
storeys high, it has been raised in mass concrete to two storeys to accommodate a
shallow monopitched corrugated metal roof which continues south over an open-
sided shed partly clad in corrugated metal. Asbestos rainwater goods. The original
walls are of random rubble. Internally, the ground floor houses a turnip cutter, now
driven by an electric motor but originally by the waterwheel via a lineshaft which still
survives. The first floor has been removed. This building is abutted at north by a
lower mass-concrete lean-to.

Waterworks
The mill is water powered off the Silver River. The weir is intact, as is the headrace
and overgrown tailrace.



Interest Architectural; Historical; Technical

Evaluation Technically, the corn mill is a very significant building, being one of only four grain
mills in Co Offaly to retain its waterwheel, power transmission system, millstones and
ancillary equipment. The great spurwheel configuration which it contains typifies most

A high breastshot waterwheel sits on the mill's north gable. It measures 4.57m in
diameter by 1.45m wide (15ft x 4ft 9in) and is of timber construction save for its cast-
iron hubs and tie rods between its rims. It has eight arms and 48 buckets, most of
which are missing, as is the sole plate. According to the owner, this wheel was
constructed by Mr Jim Hefferman in 1952.

Machinery
All the machinery inside the corn mill survives intact. The shafts and gears are
arranged in a great spurwheel configuration, and are of cast-iron throughout save for
the wooden cogs to the great spurwheel. The entire transmission system and stones
on the floor above are supported on a robust timber frame. The great spurwheel also
drives a fourth nut (small spur gear) to ancillary machinery on the upper floors.
Besides the power transmission gearing, the ground floor also houses three bucket
elevators, a small vertical plate 'Briton' grinder (driven from an external tractor), and
a modern oat roller (by Suitor Engineering, Newbliss) which is still in use (it is also
driven from a tractor PTO). According to the owner, the wheel also drove a small
electricity dynamo until the arrival of mains electricity in the 1960s.
The first floor was originally higher (as evidenced by joist sockets on the north gable),
but was lowered when the mill was reconfigured. It contains two pairs of
conglomerate millstones (for shelling and grinding) and a pair of French burrs (for
grinding). The associated millstone furniture - tun, hopper, shoe and damsel - survive
on two sets, and but only the tun remains on the burrs. Each stone has an axial
tentering screw (to adjust the gap between them) and a jack ring (to disconnect their
stone nut from the spurwheel). This floor also contains two small reciprocating
oatmeal sieves.
The second floor has two sets of elevators, two reciprocating sieves and a set of
fans. A third elevator, driven off a lineshaft running through from the adjoining store,
feeds the Suitor roller on the ground floor.

OFIAR-009-005Component 2

Type Distillery

Category Drink processing & products Context Industry

Irish Grid 234464 228906 +/- 10m

Surveyor Fred HamondSurvey date 11/06/2003

Remains Some remains Condition Fair Use Agricultural building

DistillingFunction

Remains N/A Condition N/A Use N/A

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Waterworks

Building

Plant

Machinery

Description The former distillery is also on the east side of the road. It was originally two storeys
high, but has been reduced to one and is now in use as an agricultural shed. It has a
pitched corrugated metal roof, random rubble walls and yellow brick trim to its square-
headed openings. A datestone reading JG 1782 [= John Green] which is now set in
concrete above a modern metal door on the south wall of a small 1½ storey/single-
bay outbuilding on the mill side of the road may be related.
Acontha House, the mill owner's house, was on the west side of the road. It was
demolished c.1990 and replaced by the present dwelling.



Associated with OFIAR-009-021?

Other dbase NIAH 14909004 (R)

rural Irish mills. The mill's physical remains also indicates its development: its
refurbishment in 1904, new grain dryer in 1954, and oil engine which enabled it to
operate until 1990.
The ancillary kilns, stores and seed house are also an important part of the group.
The mid 1900s kiln is of historical interest in demonstrating the site's continuing
development through to the mid 20th century. Technically it is also of merit owing to
its completeness and is an interesting contrast with the earlier, more traditional, kiln.
Mr Cobbe, the owner and third generation miller at this site, also has a collection of
documents relating to the mill.
The entire block and associated waterworks are of regional industrial heritage
significance. It merits its inclusion as a Protected Structure in the Co Offaly County
Development Plan 2009-15.

Rating Regional

References

Protection Offaly RPS 23-01 Action None (in RPS)

Abbott, V. A Place Called Durrow. 1999. Page(s) 80

Valuation Mill Book, 1840s. Reproduced by Hogg, W. The Millers and Mills
of Ireland c.1850 (Dublin, 2000).

Page(s)

OFIAR-009-005_01 FWH General view of corn mill from north.11/06/2003

OFIAR-009-005_02 FWH General view of site from west. The building at left hasa 1782 datestone over the
door.

11/06/2003



OFIAR-009-005_03 FWH Mill (left) and store (middle), from west.11/06/2003

OFIAR-009-005_04 FWH Store and cascade drying room, from south.11/06/2003

OFIAR-009-005_05 FWH Original kiln (foreground) and modern cascade kiln (background), from north. Note
perforated tiles on kiln eaves.

11/06/2003

OFIAR-009-005_06 FWH Waterwheel.11/06/2003



OFIAR-009-005_07 FWH Power transmission gearing on ground floor of mill.11/06/2003

OFIAR-009-005_08 FWH Modern roller on ground floor.11/06/2003

OFIAR-009-005_09 FWH General view of first (stone) floor.11/06/2003

OFIAR-009-005_10 FWH Sheller stone detail.11/06/2003



OFIAR-009-005_11 FWH Sieves and fans on top floor of mill.11/06/2003

OFIAR-009-005_12 FWH First floor of store, looking north.11/06/2003

OFIAR-009-005_13 FWH Lineshaft drive and sack hoist on top floor of store.11/06/2003

OFIAR-009-005_14 FWH Cascade dryer, looking to top.11/06/2003



OFIAR-009-005_15 FWH Furnace at bottom of dryer.11/06/2003

OFIAR-009-005_16 FWH TVO engine in cascade dryer room.11/06/2003

OFIAR-009-005_17 FWH Sieve and fans inseed house.11/06/2003

OFIAR-009-005_18 FWH Turnip cutter inshed on west side of mill/store.11/06/2003



Site no OFIAR-009-006

County Offaly TownTownland Ballynasrah or Tinnycross

Planning Offaly CC Discovery map 48 Six-inch map 9

Summary 18th/early 19th century water-powered corn mill and detached corn kiln on Silver
River. Mill retains its waterwheel, power transmission gearing, millstones and
ancillary equipment.

History Cited on 1838, 1884 and 1910 OS six-inch maps. According to the 1840s Mill
Valuation book, it was operated by Thomas Kelly. A 10ft x 6ft waterwheel drove two
sets of stones. The 1854 Griffith Valuation notes the operator as Daniel Bryan. The
mill and kiln were rated at £6. According to the Mrs Gavagan (the owner's mother),
the mill produced pinhead and flaked oatmeal. Its water-powered machinery stopped
c.1980 but the engine-driven roller mill continued until c.1985. Pat Gavagan operated
the mill for a short time after his father's death, but found more lucrative employment
elsewhere.

OFIAR-009-006Component 1

Type Grain mill (water)

Category Food processing & products Context Industry

Irish Grid 235945 228909 +/- 10m

Surveyor Fred HamondSurvey date 11/06/2003

Remains Complete Condition Fair Use Disused

Grain millingFunction

Remains Substantial remains Condition Fair Use Disused

Remains Substantial remains Condition Poor Use Disused

Remains Substantial remains Condition Fair Use Disused

Waterworks

Building

Plant

Machinery

Description Intact 18th/19th century corn mill and separate kiln/store on left bank of Silver River,
immediately north of minor road.

Buildings
The corn mill is a 2½ storey/single-bay building, now disused. It is aligned east-west
and is cut into the slope so that it can be entered at both ground- and first floor levels.
Pitched corrugated metal roof with concrete verges and dressed eaves. No rainwater
goods. Rendered random rubble walls. All openings are square headed. The windows
are relatively narrow. The first floor doorway on the east gable has a voussoired
head. There is two single-storey lean-tos along its north wall with corrugated metal
roofs, random rubble walls and brick trim to its square-headed openings. There is
also a seed house lean-to on the west gable, detailed as the other lean-tos. Internally,
the walls are painted and the first floor rests on joists over transoms.
A short distance east is the still-occupied mill house, a 1½ storey vernacular building.

Waterworks
The line of the headrace is still clearly evident contouring along the slope and also
the overgrown tailrace.

Plant
The waterwheel is located on the south wall of the mill. It is of timber construction
save for the cast-iron hubs. The wheel measures 4.27m in diameter by c.1.52m wide
(14ft x c.5ft). It originally had eight arms and 40 buckets. The wheel is now in a decayed



Interest Architectural; Group; Historical; Setting; Technical

Machinery
The milling machinery is arranged against the south wall of the building in a great
spurwheel configuration. All the shafts and gears are of timber except for two of the
three stone nuts and the stone spindles; cast-iron teeth segments have also been
bolted on to the timber pitwheel. There is also a fourth nut off the great spurwheel
(also timber) to ancillary machinery. There are also two bucket elevators, and a
cylindrical sieve and fan (for processing the shelled oats) on this floor.
There are three sets of millstones on the first floor: one-piece shelling stone (the
runner is missing) and two French burrs (one pair by Kay & Hilton, Liverpool). The
millstone furniture is incomplete; only one octagonal tun, hopper, horse, shoe and
three damsels survive. Each pair of stones has bridge tree tentering (to adjust the
gap between the runner and bedstone) and a jack rings (to disconnect its stone nuts
from the great spurwheel drive). A workbench is set against the west side of this floor.
The top floor contains oatmeal sieves and fans, elevator discharges, and a manual
sack hoist.
The smaller of the two lean-tos on the north wall of the mill houses a roller/plate mill
mounted on a concrete base. It was belt driven from a small portable engine sitting
outside (but now gone).

OFIAR-009-006Component 2

Type Grain kiln

Category Food processing & products Context Industry

Irish Grid 235970 228890 +/- 10m

Surveyor Fred HamondSurvey date 11/06/2003

Remains Complete Condition Poor Use Disused

Grain millingFunction

Remains N/A Condition N/A Use N/A

Remains N/A Condition N/A Use N/A

Remains Substantial remains Condition Fair Use Disused

Waterworks

Building

Plant

Machinery

Description This building is locate along the roadside, SE of the mill. It is a detached three-bay,
two storey building with a later store abutting its road elevation. Pitched natural slate
roof with two fixed timber ventilators clad in corrugated metal (one per kiln floor).
Random rubble walls brought to courses. Square-headed openings with brick jambs
and heads; no cills.
Internally, the building is divided into three sections. The entrance door in the middle
of its north elevation leads into a brick vaulted middle section with kilns to left (east)
and right (west). The fire hole and drying floor of the left-hand kiln have been
removed to accommodate a small oil-fired dryer (with forced-air draught). It was fed
by an auger from the adjoining store and belt driven from an external tractor PTO.
The right-hand kiln retains its vaulted fire hole (stoked from the middle bay) and
metal floor sub-structure. However, its 12-inch perforated clay floor tiles are now
piled to one side. Dogleg stairs at the end of the middle bay lead up to the first floor
of each kiln.
Abutting the middle of the south elevation of the kiln block is a single-bay, single-
storey store aligned at right angles and fronting the road. Double-pile pitched natural
slate roof on common rafters. Random rubble walls with brick gable apexes.
Accessed from the road by a double-door in square headed opening (with timber
head and dressed stone jambs), but no internal link with kiln save for grain feed
openings to kiln floors.



Associated with

Other dbase

Evaluation The mill is technically significant, being one of only four complete grain mills in Co
Offaly. The extensive use of timber is of particular note and contrasts with the nearby
Acantha Mill (OFIAR-009-005) which is mostly of cast-iron. The kiln/store is of
architectural interest on account of its double-pile construction and internal plan form.
It is a prominent roadside feature which is of historical and technical interest in
having had two drying floors, one of which was superseded by a more modern dryer.
It has group value in the context of the corn mill. The site is of regional industrial
heritage signficance and merits inclusion in the Record of Protected Structures.

Rating Regional

References

Protection Action RPS

Valuation Mill Book, 1840s. Reproduced by Hogg, W. The Millers and Mills
of Ireland c.1850 (Dublin, 2000).

Page(s) 73

OFIAR-009-006_01 FWH General view of mill (right) and kiln (background left), from north.11/06/2003

OFIAR-009-006_02 FWH Mill from north-east.11/06/2003



OFIAR-009-006_03 FWH Waterwheel.11/06/2003

OFIAR-009-006_04 FWH Mill: power transmission shafts and gears on ground floor.11/06/2003

OFIAR-009-006_05 FWH Mill: ground floor shelling stone sieve.11/06/2003

OFIAR-009-006_06 FWH Mill: first (stone) floor.11/06/2003



OFIAR-009-006_07 FWH Mill: first floor workbench.11/06/2003

OFIAR-009-006_08 FWH Mill: top floor with sack hoist at left and oatmeal sieves/fans at right.11/06/2003

OFIAR-009-006_09 FWH Mill: roller/grinder in lean-to.11/06/2003

OFIAR-009-006_10 FWH Kiln from north.11/06/2003



OFIAR-009-006_11 FWH Roadside elevation of kiln store.11/06/2003

OFIAR-009-006_12 FWH Kiln: ground floor entrance passage.11/06/2003

OFIAR-009-006_13 FWH Kiln: right-hand kiln furnace.11/06/2003

OFIAR-009-006_14 FWH Kiln: oil-fired dryer in left-hand kiln.11/06/2003



Site no OFIAR-009-015

County Offaly TownTownland Bracklin Big

Planning Offaly CC Discovery map 48 Six-inch map 9

Summary Site of 18th/early 19th century water-powered corn mill on tributary of Silver River
and traces of associated kiln.

History This corn mill and kiln are cited on opposite sides of the mill race on the 1838, 1884
and 1910 OS six-inch maps. Cited in the 1840s Mill Valuation book as a corn mill
belonging to James Mulloy. A 10ft x 2ft wheel drove two sets of stones. It is noted in
the 1854 Griffith Valuation as being operated by Terence McAlroy. The house, offices
and corn mill were rated at £6.10s.0d.

OFIAR-009-015Component 1

Type Grain mill (water)

Category Food processing & products Context Industry

Irish Grid 238827 230620 +/- 10m

Surveyor Fred HamondSurvey date 11/06/2003

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Grain millingFunction

Remains Traces Condition Fair Use Disused

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Remains Traces Condition Poor Use Disused

Waterworks

Building

Plant

Machinery

Description No traces of this water-powered corn mill survive. To the south of its former location
is a single-storey random rubble building probably once associated with it. The races
have been infilled in the vicinity of the mill but the tailrace culvert under the road is
still open as a slightly skew dressed stone arch.

OFIAR-009-015Component 2

Type Grain kiln

Category Food processing & products Context Industry

Irish Grid 238852 230624 +/- 10m

Surveyor Fred HamondSurvey date 11/06/2003

Remains Traces Condition Fair Use Agricultural building

Grain millingFunction

Remains N/A Condition N/A Use N/A

Remains N/A Condition N/A Use N/A

Remains N/A Condition N/A Use N/A

Waterworks

Building

Plant

Machinery

Description North-east of the mill site are vestiges of random rubble walling which may once
have possibly been the detached kiln. The walls have been incorporated into a later
one-storey concrete block agricultural outbuilding. Beside its doorway are fragments
of two one-piece shelling stones; one is a 1.2m (4ft) diameter runner.



Associated with

Other dbase

Interest None

Evaluation The kiln remains are of no special industrial heritage significance.

Rating Record only

References

Protection Action

Valuation Mill Book, 1840s. Reproduced by Hogg, W. The Millers and Mills
of Ireland c.1850 (Dublin, 2000).

Page(s)

OFIAR-009-015_01 FWH Fragment of runner shelling stone.11/06/2003

OFIAR-009-015_02 FWH Tailrace culvert under road to west.11/06/2003



Site no OFIAR-009-018

County Offaly TownTownland Bracklin Little

Planning Offaly CC Discovery map 48 Six-inch map 9

Summary Site of 18th/early 19th century water-powered corn mill on Silver River.

Associated with

Other dbase

History A ruined corn mill is cited on the 1838 and 1884 OS six-inch maps. Not cited in 1840s
or 1850s valuations.

Interest None

Evaluation No industrial heritage significance.

Rating Record only

References

Protection Action

OFIAR-009-018Component 1

Type Grain mill (water)

Category Food processing & products Context Industry

Irish Grid 238303 231579 +/- 10m

Surveyor Fred HamondSurvey date 11/06/2003

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Grain millingFunction

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Waterworks

Building

Plant

Machinery

Description Site of corn mill on left bank of Silver River a short distance west of New Mill Bridge.
This site has been completely cleared and there are no traces of any building,
waterworks, plant or machinery.

OFIAR-009-018_01 FWH General view of site from south.11/06/2003



Site no OFIAR-009-021

County Offaly TownTownland Acantha

Planning Offaly CC Discovery map 48 Six-inch map 9

Summary Unlocated site of water-powered tuck mill cited in 1854 Griffith Valuation book in
Acantha townland. On Silver River.

Associated with OFIAR-009-005?

Other dbase

History Noted in 1854 Griffith Valuation as vacant. Site belonged to Christopher Woods.
House, offices, tuck mill rated at £5.

Interest None

Evaluation No industrial heritage signficance.

Rating Record only

References

Protection Action

OFIAR-009-021Component 1

Type Tuck mill (water)

Category Textile manufacture & products Context Industry

Irish Grid 234085 229238 +/- 1000m

Surveyor Fred HamondSurvey date 11/06/2003

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

WoolFunction

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Waterworks

Building

Plant

Machinery

Description There is no local knowledge of this water-powered tuck mill.



Site no OFIAR-010-010

County Offaly TownTownland Down (Lower Philipstown By)

Planning Offaly CC Discovery map 48 Six-inch map 10

Summary Ruinous remains of 18th/early 19th century water-powered corn mill and kiln on Esker
Stream.

Associated with

Other dbase

History This corn mill is cited on the 1838 and recorded in the 1840s Mill Valuation book as
belonging to James Mulligan. It had a 13ft x 1ft 8in waterwheel driving two pairs of
stones. The machinery classification suggests that it was antiquated by this time.
The mill is not cited in the 1854 Griffith Valuation. However, it is explicitly captioned
on the 1884 OS map. It may have gone out of use shortly thereafter as it is not
captioned on the 1910 map.

Interest None

Evaluation No special industrial heritage significance.

Rating Record only

References

Protection Action

Valuation Mill Book, 1840s. Reproduced by Hogg, W. The Millers and Mills
of Ireland c.1850 (Dublin, 2000).

Page(s) 73

OFIAR-010-010Component 1

Type Grain kiln; Grain mill (water)

Category Food processing & products Context Industry

Irish Grid 249046 231162 +/- 10m

Surveyor Fred HamondSurvey date 11/06/2003

Remains Some remains Condition Poor Use Disused

Grain millingFunction

Remains Traces Condition Poor Use Disused

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Waterworks

Building

Plant

Machinery

Description Overgrown remains of 18th/19th century corn mill on right bank of Esker Stream. It is
a 2½-3-storey/three-bay building aligned approximately east-west. It may incorporate
a kiln aligned north-south at its east end. The roof is now missing. The walls are of
random rubble, now partly collapsed at north and east. Square-headed openings.
Of the waterworks, only the overgrown tailrace is now visible. The waterwheel may
have been internal at the west end of the building, but there is now no trace of it or of
any machinery.



OFIAR-010-010_01 FWH General view from south.11/06/2003



Site no OFIAR-010-012

County Offaly TownTownland Croghan Demesne

Planning Offaly CC Discovery map 48 Six-inch map 10

Summary Site of 18th/early 19th century water-powered corn mill on Esker Stream.

Associated with OFIAR-010-013?

Other dbase

History Cited on 1838 OS six-inch map, but not recorded on the 1840s Mill Valuation or 1850s
Griffith Valuation. Possibly associated with a kiln to its east (OFIAR-010-013).

Interest None

Evaluation No industrial heritage significance.

Rating Record only

References

Protection Action

OFIAR-010-012Component 1

Type Grain mill (water)

Category Food processing & products Context Industry

Irish Grid 248221 231437 +/- 10m

Surveyor Fred HamondSurvey date 11/06/2003

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Grain millingFunction

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Waterworks

Building

Plant

Machinery

Description Site of 18th/19th century corn mill on left bank of Esker Stream at west side of road
junction. No traces of the building, waterworks, plant or machinery survive.



Site no OFIAR-010-013

County Offaly TownTownland Croghan Demesne

Planning Offaly CC Discovery map 48 Six-inch map 10

Summary Site of 18th/early 19th century corn kiln.

Associated with OFIAR-010-012?

Other dbase

History Marked on the 1838 OS six-inch map only, this kiln may have been associated with a
corn mill to its west (OFIAR-010-012).

Interest None

Evaluation No industrial heritage significance.

Rating Record only

References

Protection Action

OFIAR-010-013Component 1

Type Grain kiln

Category Food processing & products Context Industry

Irish Grid 248250 231443 +/- 10m

Surveyor Fred HamondSurvey date 11/06/2003

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Grain millingFunction

Remains N/A Condition N/A Use N/A

Remains N/A Condition N/A Use N/A

Remains N/A Condition N/A Use N/A

Waterworks

Building

Plant

Machinery

Description Site of 18th/19th century corn kiln immediately north of fork in road.



Site no OFIAR-010-014

County Offaly TownTownland Aghamore (Lower Philipstown
By)

Planning Offaly CC Discovery map 48 Six-inch map 10

Summary Site of 18th/early 19th century water-powered corn mill and kiln on Esker Stream.

Associated with

Other dbase

History The mill and kiln are cited on the 1838 OS six-inch map. Cited in the 1840s Mill
Valuation book as a corn mill belonging to Lawrence Kearney. A 10ft x 2ft 6in wheel
drove two sets of stones. The 1853 Griffith Valuation notes the house, offices, corn
mill under Patrick Kearney, all rated at £5. Possibly disused by later 1800s as not
explicitly cited on the 1884 or 1910 OS maps.

Interest None

Evaluation No industrial heritage significance.

Rating Record only

References

Protection Action

Valuation Mill Book, 1840s. Reproduced by Hogg, W. The Millers and Mills
of Ireland c.1850 (Dublin, 2000).

Page(s)

OFIAR-010-014Component 1

Type Grain kiln; Grain mill (water)

Category Food processing & products Context Industry

Irish Grid 248232 231382 +/- 10m

Surveyor Fred HamondSurvey date 11/06/2003

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Grain millingFunction

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Waterworks

Building

Plant

Machinery

Description Site of 18th/19th century corn mill and kiln on left bank of Esker Stream at west side
of road. Site now occupied by modern bungalow. No traces of the mill, waterworks,
plant or machinery survive.



Site no OFIAR-010-016

County Offaly TownTownland Barnan

Planning Offaly CC Discovery map 48 Six-inch map 10

Summary Site of mid 17th century wind-powered mill in Barnan townland.

Associated with

Other dbase SMR OF010-044--

History An unlocated windmill is cited in 1655 Down Survey in Barnan townland.

Interest None

Evaluation No industrial heritage significance.

Rating Record only

References

Protection Action

OFIAR-010-016Component 1

Type Grain mill (wind)

Category Food processing & products Context Industry

Irish Grid 245428 231421 +/- 1000m

Surveyor Fred HamondSurvey date 11/06/2003

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Grain millingFunction

Remains N/A Condition N/A Use N/A

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Waterworks

Building

Plant

Machinery

Description Site of unlocated windmill.



Site no OFIAR-011-001

County Offaly TownTownland Fahy

Planning Offaly CC Discovery map 49 Six-inch map 11

Summary Shell of 18th/early 19th century wind-powered corn mill.

Associated with

Other dbase NIAH 14911014 (R)

History Cited on the 1838 and 1884 OS six-inch maps but captioned as disused on the 1910
edition. It is uncertain whether it was still in use in the mid 1800s as it is not recorded
in the 1840s Mill Valuation book or in the 1854 Griffith Valuation.

Interest Architectural; Rarity; Setting

Evaluation Compared to watermills, windmills are rare in Co Offaly; this is one of six attested
sites, and one of only two surviving windmills (the other is OFIAR-029-008). It is of
architectural interest, its cylindrical shell and narrow slit windows being typical of 18th
century windmill construction. The shell also has several slightly unusual features -
the voussoired door heads (normally flat timber lintels are used), and dressed curb. It
is a prominent landmark hereabouts and is undoubtedly of regional interest. Although
it is a Protected Structure in the Co Offaly County Development Plan 2009-15, it also
merits inclusion in the Record of Monuments & Places.

Rating Regional Protection Offaly RPS 16-14 Action RMP

OFIAR-011-001Component 1

Type Grain mill (wind)

Category Food processing & products Context Industry

Irish Grid 254967 233816 +/- 10m

Surveyor Fred HamondSurvey date 13/06/2003

Remains Substantial remains Condition Poor Use Disused

Grain millingFunction

Remains N/A Condition N/A Use N/A

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Waterworks

Building

Plant

Machinery

Description Disused shell of 18th century windmill atop a flattish hill east of Rhode. It is of
cylindrical profile and stands to its full height of three storeys. It measures 5.50m
(18ft) externally and has 90cm (3ft) thick walls. The latter are of random rubble and
have a dressed stone curb around the top (the cap is long gone). There are opposite
doors to the ground floor, both with voussoired heads. Above the north door is a
small square recess which may once have housed an inscribed plaque. There are
small slit windows to each of the upper floors - four to the first floor and two to the top
(cap) floor. Although the internal floors are now missing, their positions are evident
from the in-stepping of the walls at each level. Sockets for the stairs to the first floor
are also visible. No machinery survives.



References

OFIAR-011-001_01 FWH General view from north.13/06/2003

OFIAR-011-001_02 FWH View from south-east.13/06/2003

OFIAR-011-001_03 FWH View from north-west.13/06/2003

OFIAR-011-001_04 FWH Door head and recess at north side.13/06/2003



Site no OFIAR-011-021

County Offaly TownTownland Ballyhugh

Planning Offaly CC Discovery map 49 Six-inch map 11

Summary Water-powered corn mill and kiln dating from 1762 on Esker Stream. The building
possibly incorporates a late19th/early 20th century saw mill of which no traces
survive.

History The datestone attests to the mill's construction by Samuel Lucas in 1762. It is cited on
the 1838, 1884 and 1910 OS six-inch maps; a saw mill is also captioned on the 1910
map. Noted in 1840s Mill Valuation book as belonging to George Gillard. A 10ft x 3ft
wheel drove two sets of stones. In the 1853 Griffith Valuation book, the house, office,
corn mill and kiln are recorded under Richard Gillard and rated at £20 (the lease is
from Robert Lucas).

OFIAR-011-021Component 1

Type Grain kiln; Grain mill (water); Saw
mill (water)

Category Food processing & products;
Timber processing & products

Context Industry

Irish Grid 252860 228651 +/- 10m

Surveyor Fred HamondSurvey date 13/06/2003

Remains Substantial remains Condition Good Use Agricultural building

Grain milling; Timber processing &
products

Function

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Remains Traces Condition Fair Use Disused

Waterworks

Building

Plant

Machinery

Description Substantial remains of 18th/19th century corn mill and kiln on Esker Stream, NW of
Newtown Bridge; also site of former saw mill. Now in use as agricultural outbuildings.

Buildings
The mill is aligned NE/SW and is a three-storey/two-bay building with shell of two-
storey/one-bay kiln on its NE gable. It has a pitched natural slate roof with concrete
verges; metal rainwater goods. Random rubble walls (painted and rendered to the
east elevation) and dressed stone eaves. Square-headed openings, mostly infilled on
east side. A large door has been inserted on west side. The south gable has an
infilled doorway with voussoired head, over which is a carved stone reading
"SL/1762" [= Samuel Lucas]. There is no obvious evidence of the saw mill which was
presumably housed in the corn mill.
The two-storey/one-bay kiln abuts the NE gable of the mill. Its east wall has been
slightly lowered to accommodate a new monopitched corrugated metal roof. The
walls are of random rubble. There is a large modern doorway to its east wall.
Internally, there are traces of brick vaulting.
The mill house at NE is a two-storey/three-bay building, now refurbished. Its only
distinguishing feature is a Gibbsian surround to it front entrance.

Waterworks, plant and machinery
The mill pond at west has been infilled and there is no visible evidence of any races.
The OS maps show the headrace entering the mill towards its SW end; this indicates
an internal wheelwheel of which nothing now survives. The only surviving machinery
  ž      ž      ž                  ž    



Associated with

Other dbase

Interest Historical

Evaluation This is one of the few mill sites in Co Offaly to have an attested construction date.
However, the building is otherwise of no particular merit and is now primarily of local
historical interes because of its datestone.

Rating Local

References

Protection Action

Valuation Mill Book, 1840s. Reproduced by Hogg, W. The Millers and Mills
of Ireland c.1850 (Dublin, 2000).

Page(s)

OFIAR-011-021_01 FWH General view of site from south-east. Mill at left and house at right.13/06/2003

OFIAR-011-021_02 FWH Mill and kiln from north.13/06/2003



OFIAR-011-021_03 FWH Datestone on south-west gable of mill.13/06/2003

OFIAR-011-021_04 FWH Sack hoist on top floor of mill.13/06/2003



Site no OFIAR-011-030

County Offaly TownTownland Clonin

Planning Offaly CC Discovery map 49 Six-inch map 11

Summary Site of 18th/early 19th century horse-powered threshing mill in farmyard of Clonin
House.

Associated with

Other dbase

History Cited in 1838 and 1884 OS six-inch maps. A circular building, undoubtedly a horse-
walk, is shown on the 1910 six-inch and 25-inch maps.

Interest None

Evaluation No industrial heritage significance.

Rating Record only

References

Protection Action

OFIAR-011-030Component 1

Type Threshing mill (horse)

Category Farming production Context Agriculture & fishing

Irish Grid 253050 234124 +/- 10m

Surveyor Fred HamondSurvey date 13/06/2003

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Grain processingFunction

Remains N/A Condition N/A Use N/A

Remains N/A Condition N/A Use N/A

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Waterworks

Building

Plant

Machinery

Description Site of 19th century threshing mill in farmyard south of Clonin House. The house has
been replaced by a modern bungalow.



Site no OFIAR-011-031

County Offaly TownTownland Toberdaly

Planning Offaly CC Discovery map 49 Six-inch map 11

Summary Site of 18th/early 19th century threshing mill in farmyard of Killure House. Probably
horse-powered.

Associated with

Other dbase

History Cited in 1838 and 1884 OS six-inch maps. There may have been an open horsewalk
as no circular building is shown on any maps.

Interest None

Evaluation No industrial heritage significance.

Rating Record only

References

Protection Action

OFIAR-011-031Component 1

Type Threshing mill (horse)

Category Farming production Context Agriculture & fishing

Irish Grid 252484 233169 +/- 10m

Surveyor Fred HamondSurvey date 13/06/2003

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Grain processingFunction

Remains N/A Condition N/A Use N/A

Remains N/A Condition N/A Use N/A

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Waterworks

Building

Plant

Machinery

Description Site of 19th century threshing mill in farmyard east of Killure House. The farmyard is
arranged around a courtyard and comprises miscellaneous two-storey buildings (one
of which may originally have been the threshing mill). Killure House is a double-pile/
two-storey/three-bay building; recently refurbished.

OFIAR-011-031_01 FWH Farmyard behind house, from north.23/06/2003



OFIAR-011-031_02 FWH Killure House from east.23/06/2003



Site no OFIAR-011-032

County Offaly TownTownland Toberdaly

Planning Offaly CC Discovery map 49 Six-inch map 11

Summary 18th/early 19th century kiln of unknown function in grounds of Toberdaly House.

Associated with

Other dbase

History Captioned on 1838 OS six-inch map, but not shown on subsequent maps. Probably a
grain kiln rather than a lime kiln as explicitly captioned.

Interest None

Evaluation No industrial heritage significance.

Rating Record only

References

Protection Action

OFIAR-011-032Component 1

Type Kiln

Category Unknown Context Settlement

Irish Grid 252005 232009 +/- 10m

Surveyor Fred HamondSurvey date 13/06/2003

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

UnknownFunction

Remains N/A Condition N/A Use N/A

Remains N/A Condition N/A Use N/A

Remains N/A Condition N/A Use N/A

Waterworks

Building

Plant

Machinery

Description No traces of this structure survive.



Site no OFIAR-011-035

County Offaly TownTownland Mountwilson

Planning Offaly CC Discovery map 49 Six-inch map 11

Summary Site of 18th/early 19th century threshing mill in farmyard of Mountwilson House.
Probably horse-powered.

Associated with

Other dbase

History Cited in 1838 and 1884 OS six-inch maps. A partly-roofed circular walk is shown, but
is not on the 1910 map.

Interest None

Evaluation No industrial heritage significance.

Rating Record only

References

Protection Action

OFIAR-011-035Component 1

Type Threshing mill (horse)

Category Farming production Context Agriculture & fishing

Irish Grid 259321 234086 +/- 10m

Surveyor Fred HamondSurvey date 23/06/2003

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Grain processingFunction

Remains N/A Condition N/A Use N/A

Remains N/A Condition N/A Use N/A

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Waterworks

Building

Plant

Machinery

Description Site of 19th century threshing mill in farmyard behind Mountwilson House. The
original farm outbuildings are generally two storeys high and have random rubble
walls with brick trim to the openings. Mountwilson House is a two-storey (+ attic)/five-
bay building, now re-roofed.



Site no OFIAR-012-001

County Offaly TownTownland Monasteroris

Planning Offaly CC Discovery map 49 Six-inch map 12

Summary Site of 18th/early 19th century water-powered corn mill and kiln on tributary of River
Boyne. A mill is also marked hereabouts on the 1655 Down Survey.

Associated with OFIAR-012-002?

Other dbase SMR OF012-016---

History A mill is marked hereabouts on the 1655 Down Survey. A corn mill and kiln are
marked on the 1838 and 1884 OS six-inch maps. The site is recorded in the 1840s
Mill Valuation book as belonging to W. and J. Jackson. A 14ft x 4ft wheel drove three
sets of stones. The 1853 Griffith Valuation notes Robert Jackson as the occupier of
the house, offices and corn mill; they are rated at £16. This site may have been
functionally associated with the nearby windmill (OFIAR-012-002). A disused mill race
is captioned on the 1910 map.

Interest Archaeological

Evaluation Although this site is of archaeological interest and in the Record of Monuments &
Places (OF012-016---), the absence of upstanding remains makes it of no industrial
heritage significance.

Rating Record only Protection RMP OF012-016--- Action

OFIAR-012-001Component 1

Type Grain kiln; Grain mill (water)

Category Food processing & products Context Industry

Irish Grid 261681 233710 +/- 10m

Surveyor Fred HamondSurvey date 23/06/2003

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Grain millingFunction

Remains Some remains Condition Poor Use Disused

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Waterworks

Building

Plant

Machinery

Description Site of 18th/19th century corn mill and kiln on a minor tributary of River Boyne just
north of Mill Mount House. Only the dried-up and overgrown tailrace is now
discernible.
The nearby Mill Mount House comprises the ruinous shell of a two-storey over
basement building.



References
Archaeological Survey of Ireland record. Page(s)

Evans, M. & Whelan, N. Edenderry through the Ages (Edenderry: Edenderry
Historical Society).

Page(s) 39

Valuation Mill Book, 1840s. Reproduced by Hogg, W. The Millers and Mills
of Ireland c.1850 (Dublin, 2000).

Page(s)

OFIAR-012-001_01 FWH Mill Mount House, from north-west.23/06/2003



Site no OFIAR-012-002

County Offaly TownTownland Monasteroris

Planning Offaly CC Discovery map 49 Six-inch map 12

Summary Site of 18th/early 19th century wind-powered corn mill.

Associated with OFIAR-012-001?

Other dbase

History A ruined windmill is marked on the 1838 OS six-inch map. May have been associated
with the nearby watermill (OFIAR-012-001).

Interest None

Evaluation No industrial heritage significance.

Rating Record only

References

Protection Action

OFIAR-012-002Component 1

Type Grain mill (wind)

Category Food processing & products Context Industry

Irish Grid 261737 233449 +/- 10m

Surveyor Fred HamondSurvey date 23/06/2003

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Grain millingFunction

Remains N/A Condition N/A Use N/A

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Waterworks

Building

Plant

Machinery

Description Site of windmill on low hillock south of lane to Mill Mount.



Site no OFIAR-012-024

County Offaly Town EdenderryTownland Edenderry

Planning Offaly CC Discovery map 49 Six-inch map 12

Summary Site of 18th/early 19th century wind-powered corn mill.

Associated with

Other dbase

History A ruined windmill is cited on the 1838 OS six-inch map.

Interest None

Evaluation No industrial heritage significance.

Rating Record only

References

Protection Action

OFIAR-012-024Component 1

Type Grain mill (wind)

Category Food processing & products Context Industry

Irish Grid 262180 232177 +/- 10m

Surveyor Fred HamondSurvey date 23/06/2003

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Grain millingFunction

Remains N/A Condition N/A Use N/A

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Waterworks

Building

Plant

Machinery

Description Site of windmill on ridge to west of Edenderry. This locality is now occupied by
modern housing.



Site no OFIAR-012-027 Edenderry Saw Mill

County Offaly Town EdenderryTownland Edenderry

Planning Offaly CC Discovery map 49 Six-inch map 12

Summary Remains of steam-powered coach and furniture factory, in operation from 1888 to
1932. Part of the site was developed by the Edenderry Shoe Co in 1935. Shoe
production ceased in 1991.

History Saw mill is part of furniture factory established in 1888 near terminus of Edenderry
Branch of Grand Canal. They produced household furniture and horse traps, carts and
motor bodies (all in wood). The saw mill is explicitly captioned on the 1910 OS six-
inch map. The factory closed in 1932.
The Edenderry Shoe Company started up in part of the site in 1935 and operated until
1991.

OFIAR-012-027Component 1

Type Saw mill (steam)

Category Timber processing & products Context Industry

Irish Grid 262883 232523 +/- 10m

Surveyor Fred HamondSurvey date 31/07/2003

Remains Substantial remains Condition Good Use Offices/Retail outlet

Timber processing & productsFunction

Remains N/A Condition N/A Use N/A

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Waterworks

Building

Plant

Machinery

Description This site, near the terminus of the Edenderry Branch of the Grand Canal, comprises
buildings of 19th and 20th century date, in various states of completeness. It has
been redeveloped as Edenderry Business Park for light industrial, commercial and
office uses.
Aligned on the street frontage at NW is a long two-storey later 19th century block
associated with the former saw mill. It has recently been refurbished as shops and
offices. It now has a pitched artificial slate roof; the ghost line of the former roof
shows the new one to have a slightly steeper pitch. At centre is an eaves gable (in
place of an earlier clock tower). The walls are cement rendered (possibly over stone),
with moulded brick string courses at first floor and eaves levels. New shop fronts
have been inserted on the ground floor. There are original small sub-rectangular
windows with concrete cills to the first floor.
Immediately south of this building is the left half of the main entrance gate screen to
the site. It is concave, of random rubble and has been heightened over its original
brick coping in rendered concrete blockwork. An ashlar stone gate pillar also
survives.
In the yard behind is a double-pile/single-storey building aligned north-south. Its
pitched roofs are of corrugated asbestos and profiled metal (with skylights); the
rainwater goods are also of asbestos fibre cement. The walls are of mass concrete;
parts may also be of brick (now obscured by cement render). All openings have
square heads and there are large doorways to the south gables. There is a lower
similarly detailed extension to the north gable of the west pile.
Aligned along the canal towpath is part of the wall to a two-storey building. It is of
brick with concrete cills to the window openings (now infilled with concrete blocks).
There is no obvious trace of the former chimney.



Associated with

Other dbase

Interest Historical

Evaluation The furniture factory/saw mill component of this site is of little architectural interest
and few original features survive. The former Shoe Company office block typifies its
period of construction but cannot be said to be of special architectural merit. Overall,
the site is of local industrial heritage significance.

Rating Local

References

Protection Action

Edenderry Chamber of Commerce. Edenderry: a Signposted Walking Tour
(Edenderry: Edenderry Chamber of Commerce, 1989).

Page(s) 13

Evans, M. & Abbott, T. Safe Harbour: the Grand Canal at Edenderry
(Edenderry: Edenderry Historical Society).

Page(s) 22

Evans, M. & Whelan, N. Edenderry through the Ages (Edenderry: Edenderry
Historical Society).

Page(s) 39

Evans, M. & Whelan, N. Edenderry through the Ages (Edenderry: Edenderry
Historical Society).

Page(s) 45

Evans, M. & Whelan, N. Edenderry through the Ages (Edenderry: Edenderry
Historical Society).

Page(s) 50

Offaly Express, 12 Oct 1991. Page(s)

OFIAR-012-027Component 2

Type Footwear factory

Category Other industry Context Industry

Irish Grid 262907 232456 +/- 10m

Surveyor Fred HamondSurvey date 31/07/2003

Remains Complete Condition Good Use Offices

Footwear manufactureFunction

Remains N/A Condition N/A Use N/A

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Waterworks

Building

Plant

Machinery

Description Along the street frontage SE of the former sawmill office is a two-storey/multi-bay
concrete-framed office block. It was undoubtedly erected by the Edenderry Shoe
Company, probably in the 1930s, and is still used as offices. It has a flat concrete
roof and painted/cement-rendered brick walls. All window openings are square
headed and have aluminium/uPVC frames and concrete cills. The south end of this
building was originally one storey high but has been raised to two.



OFIAR-012-027_01 FWH Street frontage, from south.31/07/2003

OFIAR-012-027_02 FWH Shoe Company block, from south-west.31/07/2003

OFIAR-012-027_03 FWH Yard buildings, from north.31/07/2003

OFIAR-012-027_04 FWH Looking south to site along canal.31/07/2003



Site no OFIAR-013-006

County Offaly TownTownland Annaghmore (Garrycastle By)

Planning Offaly CC Discovery map 47 Six-inch map 13

Summary Site of 18th/early 19th century water-powered corn mill on River Blackwater.

Associated with

Other dbase

History Cited as a corn mill on 1838 OS six-inch map. It is described as an oat mill in the
1840s Mill Valuation book, operated by Thomas Seale. A 14ft x 2ft 3in waterwheel
drove two sets of stones. Not cited in 1854 Valuation or 1885 and 1909 OS maps,
implying that out of use.

Interest None

Evaluation No industrial heritage significance.

Rating Record only

References

Protection Action

Valuation Mill Book, 1840s. Reproduced by Hogg, W. The Millers and Mills
of Ireland c.1850 (Dublin, 2000).

Page(s)

OFIAR-013-006Component 1

Type Grain mill (water)

Category Food processing & products Context Industry

Irish Grid 202430 223715 +/- 10m

Surveyor Fred HamondSurvey date 24/06/2003

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Grain millingFunction

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Waterworks

Building

Plant

Machinery

Description Site of corn mill on River Blackwater.



Site no OFIAR-014-001

County Offaly TownTownland Corbane

Planning Offaly CC Discovery map 47 Six-inch map 14

Summary Site of 18th century water-powered corn mill on tributary of River Blackwater.

Associated with

Other dbase

History Cited as "old corn mill" in 1838 and 1884 OS six-inch maps. Probably disused by
1830s as not cited in 1840s Mill valuation book, or 1850s Griffith valuation. An "old
mill house" is captioned on the 1910 OS map.

Interest None

Evaluation No industrial heritage significance.

Rating Record only

References

Protection Action

OFIAR-014-001Component 1

Type Grain mill (water)

Category Food processing & products Context Industry

Irish Grid 211479 228031 +/- 10m

Surveyor Fred HamondSurvey date 24/06/2003

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Grain millingFunction

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Waterworks

Building

Plant

Machinery

Description Site of corn mill on tributary of Blackwater River, immediately south of minor road. A
two-storey/three-bay house stands hereabouts.



Site no OFIAR-014-004 Belmont Mills

County Offaly TownTownland Bellmount or Lisderg

Planning Offaly CC Discovery map 47 Six-inch map 14

Summary Extensive 18th/19th century grain mill complex on right bank of River Brosna just
south of Belmont village. Site encompasses oat mill, flour mill, grain/meal stores, two
20th century hydro-electricity stations, and ancillary buildings (houses, offices,
stables). The oat mill retains its waterwheel and all its machinery. One of the
electricity stations is operational.

History Belmont Mills originated in the 1760s with the construction of a water-powered mill,
probably for grinding grain (primarily oats). In the later 1700s or early 1880s, a tuck
mill (for fulling woollen cloth) and a rape mill (for the production of vegetable oil) were
also erected.
The complex is described as encompassing a flour/oat mill and tuck mill in the 1840s
Mill Valuation book, operated by Charles Atkinson. The grain mill had a 15ft x 4ft 8in
wheel, and the tuck mill one measuring 12ft x 3ft. Both mills are described as old and
the grain mill was out of repair.
In the early 1850s, Captain John Collins built a large flour mill beside the earlier mill
complex; it was rated at £55 in the 1854 Griffith Valuation (which also notes the corn
mill as dilapidated at this time).
In 1859 the flour mill and nearby Belmont House were bought by Henry Robert Perry
of Clara, Co Offaly (Robert Perry & Co are noted as the operators of Erry Mill, Clara
(OFIAR-008-038) in the 1854 Valuation). In the 1860s, the operation of the flour mill
was in the hands of Thomas and James Perry. In 1866, Thomas leased the adjoining
derelict corn and rape mills. The following year, the corn mill was enlarged and
converted to a grain store. The rape mill was likewise enlarged and converted to an
oat mill. A drying kiln was also erected.
Thomas Perry acquired outright ownership of the flour mill in 1878 and made a
number of additions to it and the site in general (e.g. the mill house and mill office).
The flour mill was gutted by fire in the following year but was quickly rebuilt. Roller
mills (an innovation at that time) were installed in addition to conventional millstones.
The machinery in the oat mill was probably upgraded at the same time. Both mills
were powered by water.
In 1893, the business was restructured as Robert Perry & Co Ltd. Upgrading of the
flour mill continued and a new maize mill was added in 1906-09. Another disastrous
fire in 1925 resulted in the destruction of the flour/maize mill. Again the mill was
rebuilt and operations recommenced in 1928 under Robert Perry & Co (1927) Ltd. A
turbine also produced electricity for the mill.
The oat mill functioned until the mid 1970s. The maize mill continued to produce
animal feed until it was once again gutted by fire in 1982. It was demolished, leaving
only its associated grain store. The generation of hydro-electricity for the national grid
also began in that year. The installation of a small hammer mill and two mixing plants
enabled its then owner, Mr David Perry, to continue producing animal feed until 1997
when the site was purchased by Mr Tom Dolan, its present owner.

OFIAR-014-004Component 1

Type Grain kiln; Grain mill (water);
Oilseed mill (water)

Category Food processing & products Context Industry

Irish Grid 207218 222174 +/- 10m

Surveyor Fred HamondSurvey date 24/06/2003

Grain milling; Oilseed millingFunction



Remains Complete Condition Fair Use Disused

Remains Complete Condition Fair Use Disused

Remains Complete Condition Fair Use Disused

Remains Complete Condition Fair Use Disused

Waterworks

Building

Plant

Machinery

Description The complex comprises a corn mill, kiln, stores, houses, the remains of a flour mill,
and two hydro-electric stations. The buildings are in various states of use and repair.
Some are undergoing or are earmarked for adaptive reuse, and others are disused
but in reasonable repair. Excepting the headrace to the corn mill, the waterworks are
complete and still supply a hydro-electric power station. For a detailed description,
see references.

Buildings
This block encompasses a corn mill (complete with waterwheel and machinery), kiln,
grain store and screen room.

Oat mill
A five-storey/ single-bay block aligned north-south. This was originally the oilseed
rape mill, erected in the late 1700s/early 1800s and was heightened by two floors
when converted to a corn mill in 1867. Natural slate roof, hipped at its north end and
continuous with the grain store at south but separated from it by a raised firewall.
Slates mostly gone. Walls of lime-rendered random rubble brought to courses with
advanced brick eaves. Square headed openings with brick heads and jambs
(rendered over). Windows are 3/3 and 6/6 sliding sashes with stone cills.
Internally, the upper floors are of timber boards directly laid on transoms without
joists. Timber stairs connect all floors. The walls are plastered. The plant and most of
the machinery survive (described below).

Kiln
A two-storey/single-bay grain drying kiln in the corner formed by the mill and grain
store. It is aligned north-south and was built in 1867. This building is now in poor
repair. Originally it had a pitched natural slate roof, hipped to its north end. This roof
was superseded by a shallow monopitched corrugated iron roof, the north gable being
built up in concrete blockwork to accommodate its profile. This later roof has also
disappeared. The walls are detailed as the mill but are rendered with cement. Square-
headed openings. Windows are 6/6 sashes trimmed in brick.
Internally, the ground floor is flagged with stones, with timber boards over the
headrace. The walls are lime plastered and the ceiling is of brick jack arch
construction. Against the east wall are two brick and rubble masonry fireholes for the
drying floor above. There is a French burr stone set against one corner. The drying
floor is accessed from the mill’s first floor. Its walls are cement rendered. There are
grain intake chutes from the adjoining grain store. The floor comprised 305mm (12in)
square perforated ceramic tiles resting on cast-iron beams which slot over heavier
longitudinal beams. Only c.20 tiles now remain and part of the supporting framework
has disappeared. Directly underneath is a hot-air chamber, with ducts across the jack
arches from the two fireholes on the ground floor.

Grain store
This double-pile/five-storey/four-bay store abuts the south ends of the mill and kiln
and is aligned east-west. This building was originally an oat mill, erected in 1769, but
was raised by two floors when converted to its present form in 1867. It is in
reasonable repair, apart from a section of its roof, and is disused. This building has a
double-pile natural slate roof, hipped at west and half-hipped at east. The west gable
incorporates the remains of the original oat mill, evident as unrendered random
rubble walling which extends to the third floor and terminates in the eaves line of the
former hipped roof. This wall was subsequently raised by 1½ storeys in rendered
random rubble brought to courses. Square headed openings. The window openings
are trimmed with brick, but have no cills; only one 6/6 sash window survives. Two
square-headed doorways to the ground floor gable. One is infilled and the other is an
enlargement of an original window. The infilled doorway has dressed stone jambs and



an entabulated head inscribed: "Gilbert Holmes & Thos L’Estrange Esqr. May ye 21/
1769/ Erected/ by John Clifford/ mill wright". Over the eaves on the south gable is a
projecting timber lucum with pitched natural slate roof, decorative bargeboards and
timber walls. It originally contained a sack hoist and then a bell (now removed). Half-
way along the base of the south elevation is what appears to be the emplacement to
the waterwheel of the former oat mill.
Internally, the ground floor is variously flagged, boarded and concreted. The upper
floors are of timber over transverse beams with intermediate timber uprights (but
brick piers to the ground floor). Parts of the flooring is in poor repair. Ladders connect
all floors. The walls are lime plastered. The roof is of common rafters, without purlins
or trusses. The valley between each pitch is carried on a line of timber uprights down
the middle of the floor. The undersides of the slates are lime plastered. This building
contains the remains of three elevators, screw conveyor, and sack hoist driven by an
electric motor. A French burr stone lies against the wall at SE on the first floor.

Screen room
A two-storey/single-bay building abuts the east gable of the grain store. Its triangular
plan is shown on the 1838 map. Now roofless and derelict, it contains the remains of
20th century grain cleaning equipment. The roof was originally pitched, with its ridge
sloping down to the east. The walls are detailed as the mill but are cement dashed.
Square-headed openings.
Inside, the ground floor is of concrete and the first floor of boards over beams (no
joists); the latter has mostly collapsed. Cement rendered walls The ground floor
contains an intake to a bucket grain elevator, a circular steel cyclone, and cockler (by
E.R & F. Turner Ltd, Ipswich) for removing weed seeds from the grain. The first floor
contains the remains of a screw conveyor and cleaner, also by Turner. A lineshaft
along the party wall with the grain store drove the elevator, cleaner and cockler and
was in turn driven by a belt off an electric motor, now removed. Although the building
is of 18th or 19th century date, its equipment appears to be of the 20th century. All
the grain was cleaned here before moving to the adjoining kiln.

Waterworks
These comprise an impressive weir across the Brosna River and several head- and
tailraces. One of the headraces is still live, supplying water to the hydro-electricity
generating station; the other, to the oat mill, has been infilled.

Weir
A vee-shaped weir some 3.6m (12ft) high runs diagonally across the river
immediately upstream of Belmont Bridge. It has a steeply sloped face of squared
limestone rubble, fish pass to centre, and apron below. There is an inscribed
limestone plaque at the top of the pass which reads: "VR/ Board of Public Works/
Drainage/ Belmont Mill Weir/ 18[?]1/ [???]. The weir is aligned such that the water is
directed through the two arches at the NW end of the bridge and into the headrace.
The level of the water in this race could be controlled by two sluice gates set into a
concrete emplacement on the downstream side of the bridge, any excess water being
returned to the river. A short distance further on, the headrace bifurcated, with a race
going to the corn mill and former flour mill.

Headrace 1
This fed the corn mill, but has been infilled. The feed to the waterwheel ran along the
north side of the screen room and grain store and then passed through the kiln. It is
only now visible where it enters the kiln.

Headrace 2
This channel formerly fed the flour mill. It has been widened in the recent past to
supply the new hydro-electricity station. There is a modern sluice emplacement just
above the latter.

Tailrace 1
Once the water had passed through the waterwheel in the oat mill and/or along the
spillway, it was discharged along this tailrace back into the river.



Tailrace 2
This race returned the water from the waterwheel/turbine in the flour mill back to the
river.

Tailrace 3
This race was probably originally a spillway for excess water along headrace 2. It now
acts as the tailrace for the turbine in the modern hydro-electric power station.

Plant
The corn mill still retains its internal waterwheel, fed from headrace 1 running below
the ground floor of the kiln. It measures 4.27m x 1.37m (14ft x 4ft 6in) and has a
breastshot feed. It is of cast-iron throughout except for the timber soleplates and
floats. Its two rims each have eight arms affixed to the axle hubs. Thirty-two floats,
each 50cm (20in) deep, are affixed to pairs of angled starts mortised through the rims
and additionally secured with metal side rings. Although long disused, the wheel is
complete and in reasonable condition, albeit with some floats and sole plates missing
or loose. Just behind the wheel is an inclined timber sluice gate, manually operated
through a two-step rack-and-pinion mechanism.

Machinery
The corn mill contains virtually all its machinery - shafts and gears, millstones, roller
mill, and ancillary devices for screening/processing oats and grading oatmeal.
The power transmission system is of conventional great spurwheel arrangement to
three sets of millstones. There was also a fourth drive off the great spurwheel to the
ancillary machinery. All components are of cast iron save the stone nut cogs, which
are of wood. The gap between the millstones was altered by means of a screw
adjuster underneath each footstep bearing. Each nut could be disconnected from the
spurwheel by a jack ring.
Three sets of millstones are located at the east end of the first floor. One was for
shelling and the other two (both French burrs) for grinding groats (i.e. shelled oats)
and wheat. The burrs carry maker's plates, both reading "Kay & Hilton, Bank Hall
Bridge, Liverpool, 1880". The stone spindles to the burrs are now missing, perhaps
because the stones were superseded by a small belt-driven roller mill on the first floor
(by Buhler, Switzerland).
The mill also retains equipment for handling the grain and meal, for cleaning the
grain, separating the shells from the groats, and grading the meal - elevators, screw
conveyors, rotary and reciprocating sieves, and fans. The waterwheel drove all this
equipment via the auxiliary drive nut off the great spurwheel to lineshafts, pulleys and
belts on the floors above.



OFIAR-014-004Component 2

Type Grain mill (electric; water)

Category Food processing & products Context Industry

Irish Grid 207213 222131 +/- 10m

Surveyor Fred HamondSurvey date 24/06/2003

Remains Substantial remains Condition Fair Use Disused

Grain millingFunction

Remains Complete Condition Excellent Use Disused

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Waterworks

Building

Plant

Machinery

Description The five-storey/single-bay store is all that now remains of the 1850s flour mill. It has
a hipped corrugated iron roof and lime-rendered random rubble walls. All openings
are trimmed in yellow brick (rendered over). Where not infilled, the windows mostly
have 4/4 top-hung cast-iron frames. A mass-concrete elevator shaft of c.1908
projects from the middle of the north façade. It rises above eaves level to terminate
in a gable with a pitched corrugated iron roof. A corrugated iron awning envelopes
the bottom two floors of the north and east elevations.
A triple-pile, five-storey flour mill was formerly attached to the south elevation of this
block but was demolished in 1982 after a fire.
Internally, the timber floors rest directly on steel beams. These date from the mill’s
refurbishment in the 1920s. There are the remnants of equipment for mixing animal
compounds (dating from the 1980s). The mass-concrete section to front contains a
bucket elevator which supplies a screw conveyor on the top floor. There is also a
sack hoist in the roofspace. The elevators and hoist were driven by electric motors.
This building is in fair condition. When surveyed, part of the ground floor was in use
as a craft studio.

OFIAR-014-004Component 3

Type Mill house

Category Food processing & products Context Industry

Irish Grid 207221 222262 +/- 10m

Surveyor Fred HamondSurvey date 24/06/2003

Remains Complete Condition Good Use Dwelling

Grain millingFunction

Remains N/A Condition N/A Use N/A

Remains N/A Condition N/A Use N/A

Remains N/A Condition N/A Use N/A

Waterworks

Building

Plant

Machinery

Description A two-storey mill owner's dwelling of 1860s date formerly known as Belmont Cottage,
situated at the north end of the site. The front section faces south and has a hipped
natural slate roof and boxed bracketed eaves; only the upper floor is visible to this
elevation. A pitched roof section abuts the rear of the front block and there is also a
return at NW. The eaves are boxed and carried on paired brackets. The walls are of
random rubble brought to courses, but all openings are trimmed in brick. The main
entrance, in the middle of the first floor of the south elevation, has sidelights and a
segmental margined transom light over. All the windows are 2/2 sliding sashes. This
building is in excellent condition and occupied by the site owner.



OFIAR-014-004Component 4

Type Mill building

Category Food processing & products Context Industry

Irish Grid 207204 222216 +/- 10m

Surveyor Fred HamondSurvey date 24/06/2003

Remains Complete Condition Fair Use Disused

Grain millingFunction

Remains N/A Condition N/A Use N/A

Remains N/A Condition N/A Use N/A

Remains N/A Condition N/A Use N/A

Waterworks

Building

Plant

Machinery

Description Between the oat mill block and mill house is an L-shaped block comprising a two-
storey stable block to south and a two-storey stable block/coach house to west, both
facing into a small yard bounded by a rubble stone wall. This block is abutted at north
east by a small one-storey stable and house, only the partial shell of which survives.
The south block has a pitched natural slate roof and random rubble walls. Some
original 6/6 sliding sash windows survive. There are stables to the ground floor and
offices and hayloft to the first floor. The west block has a curved corrugated iron roof
and random rubble walls. It has stables on the ground floor and a hayloft over. At its
east end is a coach house.
At the time of survey this derelict block was in the process of being converted into
craft studios and accommodation.

OFIAR-014-004Component 5

Type Mill building

Category Food processing & products Context Industry

Irish Grid 207187 222168 +/- 10m

Surveyor Fred HamondSurvey date 24/06/2003

Remains Complete Condition Good Use Dwelling

Grain millingFunction

Remains N/A Condition N/A Use N/A

Remains N/A Condition N/A Use N/A

Remains N/A Condition N/A Use N/A

Waterworks

Building

Plant

Machinery

Description A one-storey former office of L-plan, built 1880. It has a hipped natural slate roof,
lined cement-rendered walls and stucco quoins. There is an entrance porch to its east
elevation. A painted timber fascia board across the east side of the north bay reads
"Robt Perry & Co (1927) Ltd Belmont Mills". The windows are 2/2 sliding sashes and
originally had metal security bars, since removed. This building has been refurbished
internally as a dwelling.



OFIAR-014-004Component 6

Type Mill house

Category Food processing & products Context Industry

Irish Grid 207190 222124 +/- 10m

Surveyor Fred HamondSurvey date 24/06/2003

Remains Complete Condition Poor Use Disused

Grain millingFunction

Remains N/A Condition N/A Use N/A

Remains N/A Condition N/A Use N/A

Remains N/A Condition N/A Use N/A

Waterworks

Building

Plant

Machinery

Description A two-storey/four-bay dwelling formerly occupied by the miller stands towards the SW
corner of the site. It has a half-hipped natural slate roof with a pair of yellow brick
chimneys towards the centre. The walls are of lime-rendered random rubble. The
principal façade faces east and is four openings wide. Square-headed openings. The
windows are 6/6 sliding sashes. The centrally placed fielded-and-panelled entrance
door has a radial fanlight over. There is a slightly lower two-storey return at the south
end of the rear wall. Occupied until 1996, this building is now in poor condition.
In the yard behind the dwelling are several outhouses. Along the yard’s west side is a
two-storey yellow brick store with curved corrugated iron roof. Along its north side is a
range of one-storey random rubble buildings, all now roofless and derelict.

OFIAR-014-004Component 7

Type Electricity generating station
(water)

Category Food processing & products Context Industry

Irish Grid 207221 222114 +/- 10m

Surveyor Fred HamondSurvey date 24/06/2003

Remains Some remains Condition Poor Use Disused

Grain millingFunction

Remains Complete Condition Excellent Use Disused

Remains Complete Condition Poor Use Disused

Remains Complete Condition Fair Use Disused

Waterworks

Building

Plant

Machinery

Description A short distance SE of the flour mill store is the pit of a Francis-type turbine of
c.1928. Although now in separate ownership, it is included here for completeness.
The turbine survives in situ but could not be accessed for detailed inspection. The top
of its vertical shaft is supported on steel beams set into mass concrete
emplacements. The turbine pit undoubtedly once contained a waterwheel which
powered the flour mill.
The turbine drive is linked by a crown wheel and two-step pulley arrangement to two
electricity generators. The pulleys and generators are enclosed in a relatively modern
corrugated iron shed; remnants of the original rubble stone walling to this section of
the mill are also still apparent. One of the generators appears to be of relatively
modern date. It is by Brook Motors Ltd, rated at 75kW (@ 925rpm), and connected to
a modern switch panel. The second generator is of earlier date but is disconnected
from its drive. It is wired to a switch panel containing an ammeter and voltmeter.



OFIAR-014-004Component 8

Type Electricity generating station
(water)

Category Fuel & power production Context Industry

Irish Grid 207243 222090 +/- 10m

Surveyor Fred HamondSurvey date 24/06/2003

Remains Complete Condition Excellent Use Electricity generation

ElectricityFunction

Remains Complete Condition Excellent Use Electricity generation

Remains Complete Condition Excellent Use Electricity generation

Remains Complete Condition Excellent Use Electricity generation

Waterworks

Building

Plant

Machinery

Description A hydro-power station dating from 1982 and now in separate ownership. A one-storey
corrugated iron and concrete block shed encloses a Kaplan turbine (by Dumont,
France) with a 2.20m dia runner. It has a rated output of 515kW based on a 3.60m
head and 17cum/sec flow. The electricity is exported to the ESB grid.

OFIAR-014-004Component 9

Type Mill building

Category Food processing & products Context Industry

Irish Grid 207172 222188 +/- 10m

Surveyor Fred HamondSurvey date 24/06/2003

Remains Complete Condition Poor Use Disused

Grain millingFunction

Remains N/A Condition N/A Use N/A

Remains N/A Condition N/A Use N/A

Remains N/A Condition N/A Use N/A

Waterworks

Building

Plant

Machinery

Description A mass-concrete World War II shelter, partly buried in the ground and heavily
overgrown. Its flat concrete roof has been cast in situ over corrugated iron formwork.
The entrance is on the south gable.



Associated with

Other dbase NIAH 14824004 (R); NIAH 14824005 (R); NIAH 14824006 (R); NIAH 14824007 (R);
NIAH 14824008 (R); NIAH 14824010 (R)

Interest Architectural; Historical; Technical; Setting

Evaluation Belmont Mill and its associated weir are Protected Structures (RPS Offaly 035, 037
respectively). The block containing the corn mill, kiln, grain store and screen room,
as well as the mill owner's house, office and miller's house are of architectural and
historical interest both individually and as a group in reflecting the evolution of a
small rural 18th century oatmeal into a sizeable 19th century flour milling enterprise.
The oat mill block is of considerable technical interest, retaining virtually all its 19th
century machinery. Although of 20th century date, the two hydro-electricity stations
are of historical and technical interest, illustrating the progress of hydro generation.
The waterworks are also of interest, particularly the well constructed weir. The
complex is also of considerable landscape value, particularly the corn mill block, flour
mill store, weir and races. Overall, the site is of regional industrial heritage
significance and merits its inclusion as a Protected Structure in the Co Offaly County
Development Plan 2009-15.

Rating Regional

References

Protection Offaly RPS 30-11;
Offaly RPS 30-12;
Offaly RPS 30-13;
Offaly RPS 30-14;
Offaly RPS 30-15;
Offaly RPS 30-17

Action None (in RPS)

Garner, W. Churches and Houses of Architectural Interest in Co Offaly
(Tullamore: Offaly Historical Society, 1985).

Page(s) 41

Hamond, F.W. Belmont Mills, Belmont, Co Offaly: Industrial Heritage
Survey (Unpublished typescript for Mr Tom Dolan, 2003).

Page(s)

Photographic Collection in Local Studies section of Offaly County Library
Headquarters, Tullamore.

Page(s) Acc no
199; Inv no
83-AV1

Photographic Collection in Local Studies section of Offaly County Library
Headquarters, Tullamore.

Page(s) Acc no
200; Inv no
83-AV1

OFIAR-014-004Component 10

Type Tuck mill (water)

Category Textile manufacture & products Context Industry

Irish Grid 207274 222154 +/- 10m

Surveyor Fred HamondSurvey date 24/06/2003

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

WoolFunction

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Waterworks

Building

Plant

Machinery

Description The tuck mill was located along the bank of the river, but no traces survive.



Photographic Collection in Local Studies section of Offaly County Library
Headquarters, Tullamore.

Page(s) Acc no
216; Inv no
83-AV1

Photographic Collection in Local Studies section of Offaly County Library
Headquarters, Tullamore.

Page(s) Acc no
865; Inv no
83-AV8

Photographic Collection in Local Studies section of Offaly County Library
Headquarters, Tullamore.

Page(s) Acc no
866; Inv no
84-AV8

Photographic Collection in Local Studies section of Offaly County Library
Headquarters, Tullamore.

Page(s) Acc no
867; Inv no
84-AV8

Photographic Collection in Local Studies section of Offaly County Library
Headquarters, Tullamore.

Page(s) Acc no
868; Inv no
84-AV8

Ryan, B. A Land by the River of God: a History of Ferbane Parish from
Earliest Times to c.1900 (Ferbane, 1994).

Page(s) 237

Valuation Mill Book, 1840s. Reproduced by Hogg, W. The Millers and Mills
of Ireland c.1850 (Dublin, 2000).

Page(s)

OFIAR-014-004_01 FWH General view of site from east. Flour mill granary at left and oat mill block at centre.24/06/2003

OFIAR-014-004_02 FWH General view of oat mill block, from north-west.24/06/2003



OFIAR-014-004_03 FWH Inscribed doorway on west gable of oat mill granary.24/06/2003

OFIAR-014-004_04 FWH General view of flour mill granary, from north-east.24/06/2003

OFIAR-014-004_05 FWH Flour mill granary, from west.24/06/2003

OFIAR-014-004_06 FWH Mill house, from south-west.24/06/2003



OFIAR-014-004_07 FWH Stable block, from south-west.24/06/2003

OFIAR-014-004_08 FWH Mill office, from north-east.24/06/2003

OFIAR-014-004_09 FWH Miller's house, from east.24/06/2003

OFIAR-014-004_10 FWH Sluice gate emplacement above electricity station 2.24/06/2003



OFIAR-014-004_11 FWH Looking east over weir from west end of road bridge.24/06/2003

OFIAR-014-004_12 FWH Weir and road bridge from east.24/06/2003

OFIAR-014-004_13 FWH Weir and fish pass, from east.24/06/2003

OFIAR-014-004_14 FWH Weir and fish pass, from west. Note inscribed stone at top of pass.24/06/2003



OFIAR-014-004_15 FWH Oat mill waterwheel.24/06/2003

OFIAR-014-004_16 FWH Oat mill power transmission gearing.24/06/2003

OFIAR-014-004_17 FWH Oat mill stone floor.24/06/2003

OFIAR-014-004_18 FWH Oat mill second floor. Note cylindrical separators.24/06/2003



OFIAR-014-004_19 FWH Oat mill third floor showing cylindrical separators (left) and rotary sieve (right).24/06/2003

OFIAR-014-004_20 FWH Oat mill fourth floor showing reciprocating sieve and aspirator.24/06/2003

OFIAR-014-004_21 FWH Ground floor of kiln, from north-west. Note brick fireholesalong wall.24/06/2003

OFIAR-014-004_22 FWH First floor of oat mill granary, looking north.24/06/2003



Site no OFIAR-014-034

County Offaly TownTownland Aghaboy

Planning Offaly CC Discovery map 48 Six-inch map 14

Summary Site of 18th/early 19th century water-powered flour mill and kiln on tributary of River
Brosna.

Associated with

Other dbase

History Cited as a flour mill on the 1838 OS six-inch map. The 1840s Mill Valuation book
notes a flour mill and an oat mill, both operated by Robert Delany. There were two
sets of stones in the flour mill, driven by a 14ft x 6ft 4in paddle wheel. In the oat mill
were three sets in the oat mill (one for shelling, two for grinding), driven by a 13ft 10in
x 5ft wheel. The 1854 Griffith Valuation records the premises under Robert Delany
and rates it at £36. The site is not captioned on the 1884 OS map and had
disappeared by the 1910 edition.

Interest None

Evaluation No industrial heritage significance.

Rating Record only

References

Protection Action

Valuation Mill Book, 1840s. Reproduced by Hogg, W. The Millers and Mills
of Ireland c.1850 (Dublin, 2000).

Page(s)

OFIAR-014-034Component 1

Type Grain kiln; Grain mill (water)

Category Food processing & products Context Industry

Irish Grid 212223 224210 +/- 10m

Surveyor Fred HamondSurvey date 24/06/2003

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Grain millingFunction

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Waterworks

Building

Plant

Machinery

Description Site of 18th/19th century grain mill and kiln on tributary of River Brosna. A two-
storey/three-bay house on this site may be related; it was being refurbished at the
time of survey.



Site no OFIAR-014-035

County Offaly Town FerbaneTownland Gallen

Planning Offaly CC Discovery map 47 Six-inch map 14

Summary Site of 18th/early 19th century water-powered grain mill and kiln on River Brosna.

Associated with

Other dbase

History Cited as flour mill on 1838 OS six-inch map. Recorded in 1840s Mill Valuation book
as an oat mill worked by Abraham Bagnall. A 13ft 8in x 4ft wheel drove two sets of
stones. Noted as formerly having been a flour mill.
Recorded in 1854 Griffith Valuation, again under Abraham Bagnall. The corn mill,
kilns (there was more than one by this time), and stores were rated at £33.10s.0d. Not
cited in 1884 or 1910 OS maps. Operations possibly curtailed by Brosna drainage
scheme in mid 1800s.

Interest None

Evaluation No industrial heritage significance.

Rating Record only

References

Protection Action

Valuation Mill Book, 1840s. Reproduced by Hogg, W. The Millers and Mills
of Ireland c.1850 (Dublin, 2000).

Page(s)

OFIAR-014-035Component 1

Type Grain kiln; Grain mill (water)

Category Food processing & products Context Industry

Irish Grid 211539 224338 +/- 10m

Surveyor Fred HamondSurvey date 24/06/2003

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Grain millingFunction

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Waterworks

Building

Plant

Machinery

Description Site of 18th/19th century flour mill and kiln on left bank of River Brosna at south end
of village. No evident traces of buildings, waterworks, plant or machinery.



Site no OFIAR-014-036

County Offaly TownTownland Skehanagh

Planning Offaly CC Discovery map 47 Six-inch map 14

Summary Site of 18th/early 19th century water-powered grain mill, kiln and tuck mill on Brosna
River.

Associated with

Other dbase

History Cited as corn mill on 1838 OS six-inch map. Recorded as a flour mill under Bernard
Gallagher in 1840s Mill Valuation book, with a 14ft x 3ft 8in waterwheel to two sets of
stones. The 1840s valuation also notes a tuck mill under George Bayley & Co,
powered by a 12ft 8in x 3ft 4in wheel. Operations were possibly curtailed by Brosna
drainage scheme in mid 1800s as the mills are not cited in 1854 Valuation or in 1884
and 1910 OS maps.

Interest None

Evaluation No industrial heritage significance.

Rating Record only

References

Protection Action

Valuation Mill Book, 1840s. Reproduced by Hogg, W. The Millers and Mills
of Ireland c.1850 (Dublin, 2000).

Page(s)

OFIAR-014-036Component 1

Type Grain kiln; Grain mill (water); Tuck
mill (water)

Category Food processing & products;
Textile manufacture & products

Context Industry

Irish Grid 209190 223222 +/- 10m

Surveyor Fred HamondSurvey date 24/06/2003

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Grain milling; WoolFunction

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Waterworks

Building

Plant

Machinery

Description Site of 18th/19th century corn mill, kiln and tuck mill on right bank of River Brosna.
No evident traces of buildings, waterworks, plant or machinery. Derelict farm
outbuildings may possibly incorporate fabric of mill-related buildings.



Site no OFIAR-014-039

County Offaly Town FerbaneTownland Ferbane

Planning Offaly CC Discovery map 47 Six-inch map 14

Summary Site of 18th century brewery.

Associated with

Other dbase

History A brewery is shown on 1804 map of Ferbane. Although adjacent to River Brosna, it
may not necessarily have been water powered. Not recorded in valuation books or
captioned on 1838 OS map or subsequent editions.

Interest None

Evaluation No industrial heritage significance.

Rating Record only

References

Protection Action

Ryan, B. A Land by the River of God: a History of Ferbane Parish from
Earliest Times to c.1900 (Ferbane, 1994).
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OFIAR-014-039Component 1

Type Brewery

Category Drink processing & products Context Industry

Irish Grid 211561 224431 +/- 10m

Surveyor Fred HamondSurvey date 24/06/2003

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

BrewingFunction

Remains N/A Condition N/A Use N/A

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Waterworks

Building

Plant

Machinery

Description Site of 18th century brewery on right bank of Brosna River at south end of village.
The site has been entirely re-landscaped as a garden to a convent. No trace of the
building is now obvious.



Site no OFIAR-015-010

County Offaly TownTownland Lea More

Planning Offaly CC Discovery map 48 Six-inch map 15

Summary Site of mid 19th century water-powered corn and tuck mill on tributary of River
Brosna.

Associated with

Other dbase

History Not shown on 1838 OS six-inch map. Cited as in 1840s Mill Valuation book as a tuck
mill under William Scott. Its waterwheel apparently measured only 6ft x 3ft 6in (the
smallest recorded in the county). A mill, possibly the tuck mill, is rated at £5 in the
1854 Griffith Valuation. Cited in the 1885 and 1910 OS six-inch maps as a corn mill,
indicating conversion during mid 1800s. A local informant states that closed in 1950s.
The site was taken over by Bord na Mona in the 1960s, the mill demolished, and the
watercourses redirected in order to drain the bog for peat exploitation.

Interest None

Evaluation No industrial heritage significance.

Rating Record only

References

Protection Action

Valuation Mill Book, 1840s. Reproduced by Hogg, W. The Millers and Mills
of Ireland c.1850 (Dublin, 2000).
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OFIAR-015-010Component 1

Type Grain mill (water); Tuck mill (water)

Category Food processing & products;
Textile manufacture & products

Context Industry

Irish Grid 220741 222006 +/- 10m

Surveyor Fred HamondSurvey date 12/06/2003

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Grain milling; WoolFunction

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Waterworks

Building

Plant

Machinery

Description Site of 19th century tuck/corn mill on tributary of River Brosna. According to a local
informant, the mill was two- or three storeys high.



Site no OFIAR-016-002 Ballyduff Mill

County Offaly TownTownland Ballyduff (Ballycowan By)

Planning Offaly CC Discovery map 48 Six-inch map 16

Summary 18th/early 19th century water-powered grain mill and kiln on Silver River.
Substantially rebuilt in 1880s following a fire, and also reequipped in 1960s. Animal
feedstuff still produced using tractor power.

History A corn mill is cited at this location on the 1838 OS six-inch map and subsequent
editions. A corn mill is cited in the 1840s Mill Valuation book under Denis Molloy. A
10ft x 4ft waterwheel drove one set of stones. A house, office, corn mill and kiln are
noted in the 1854 Griffith Valuation under William Huetson; the complex is rated at
£13. Following a fire, the mill was substantially rebuilt and re-equipped with three sets
of stones in 1884-85. Around 1967, the waterwheel was replaced by a turbine from
Manor Mill, Birr (OFIAR-035-009).
A roller mill was subsequently brought in from Erry Mill, Clara (OFIAR-008-038), in the
early 1970s to replace one of the three sets of burr stones. Flaked barley is still
produced in an adjoining shed using a tractor linked to free-standing roller mill.
The present owner, Mr Henry Joughin, is the fourth generator of his family to have
operated the mill. He has a collection of mill-related records dating back to the 1800s.

OFIAR-016-002Component 1

Type Grain kiln; Grain mill (water)

Category Food processing & products Context Industry

Irish Grid 231514 227815 +/- 10m

Surveyor Fred HamondSurvey date 09/06/2003

Remains Substantial remains Condition Poor Use Disused

Grain millingFunction

Remains Some remains Condition Fair Use Disused

Remains Complete Condition Poor Use Disused

Remains Substantial remains Condition Fair Use Disused

Waterworks

Building

Plant

Machinery

Description A 19th century corn mill on left bank of Silver River on west side of main Tullamore-
Clara road. Although in poor condition, the turbine and milling machinery survive.

Buildings
A double-pile/three-storey mill, complete but in poor repair and now disused. Aligned
north-south, the building has a pitched natural slate roof; many slates are missing,
particularly from the east pile and it is now in poor repair. No rainwater goods.
Rendered random rubble walls. Evidence of heightening (by c.1.2m) on north gable
of east pile. Square-headed openings. Window openings are without cills and are now
devoid of frames.
The south elevation of both piles is abutted by a 20th century one-storey lean-to.
Artificial slate roof and concrete walls. The east gable of this lean-to is abutted by a
single-storey add-on with hipped corrugated metal roof and concrete walls. This
building houses a turnip cutter and diesel engine; the latter is linked to a three-phase
generator which provides electrical power to augers in the modern mill. The north
gable of the west pile is also abutted by a single-storey/single-bay random rubble
shell. A kiln formerly abutted this pile's west elevation but was demolished c.1980 to
make way for a large concrete/steel shed housing a tractor-driven modern roller mill.
Internally, the milling equipment is housed in the east pile; the west pile was



Associated with

Other dbase

Interest Historical; Technical

Evaluation Despite the poor condition of this mill, it is of technical interest on account of its
turbine and milling machinery. It is one of the few surviving mills in Co Offaly to
retain its plant and most of its machinery. The juxtaposition of millstones and roller
mill is of historical interest in showing the adaptation to changing circumstances in
the mid 20th century. The survival of its business records enhances the mill's
historical interest. It is of regional industrial heritage significance and merits inclusion
in the Record of Protected Structures.

Rating Regional

References

Protection Action RPS

Valuation Mill Book, 1840s. Reproduced by Hogg, W. The Millers and Mills
of Ireland c.1850 (Dublin, 2000).

Page(s) 74

principally used as a store. The upper floors have boards directly over the main
beams (i.e. no joists) but are now in an extremely poor condition. Painted and
plastered walls.

Waterworks
The original weir, upstream on the opposite side of the road, has been demolished.
The river has been redirected through the head and tailraces.

Plant
A turbine is set in a concrete-lined chamber at the end of the headrace on the north
gable of the east pile. Immediately above is a timber sluice gate. A hole has been cut
in the floor of the chamber to allow the river to bypass the turbine. The owner has
recently also purchased a turbine from a Co Cork mill; it lies dismantled outside the
east side of the mill.

Machinery
A crown wheel on top of the turbine's vertical rotor shaft links with a horizontal bevel
wheel and lineshaft to transmit the power into the mill. Flat pulleys on this shaft were
formerly linked to the three sets of millstones. When the roller mill was installed in
the 1970s, these three pulleys were superseded by a single vee-pulley to the roller.
There are also flat pulleys to elevators, and to the turnip cutter in an adjoining
building.
The first floor contains a shelling stone, grinding stone, and roller mill. The two sets
of stones retain their spindles (with flat pulleys), jack rings, axial tentering, and
enclosing tunes; there is also a stone nut on the sheller stone spindle.
The top floor contains grain cleaning machinery (cylindrical separators, now
disconnected) and meal fans and sieves. This side of the mill also has a single set of
elevators.
The west pile has a small roller mill at the north end of the first floor and a sack hoist
on the top floor.



OFIAR-016-002_01 FWH General view of complex from south-east.09/06/2003

OFIAR-016-002_02 FWH Turbine pit, from east.09/06/2003

OFIAR-016-002_03 FWH Crown wheel on top of turbine rotorshaft.09/06/2003

OFIAR-016-002_04 FWH General view of ground floor of east pile of mill, looking north.09/06/2003



OFIAR-016-002_05 FWH Power transmission system on ground floor of east pile of mill.09/06/2003

OFIAR-016-002_06 FWH Drive to shelling stone.09/06/2003

OFIAR-016-002_07 FWH Stone floor on east pile of mill, looking north.09/06/2003

OFIAR-016-002_08 FWH Millstones and roller mill on first floor of mill.09/06/2003



OFIAR-016-002_09 FWH Roller mill on first floor of mill.09/06/2003

OFIAR-016-002_10 FWH Turnip cutter and diesel engine in adjoining shed.09/06/2003

OFIAR-016-002_11 FWH Modern tractor-driven roller mill, from south.09/06/2003

OFIAR-016-002_12 FWH Modern tractor-driven roller mill in adjoining shed.09/06/2003



Site no OFIAR-016-007

County Offaly TownTownland Rahan Demesne

Planning Offaly CC Discovery map 48 Six-inch map 16

Summary 18th/early 19th century water-powered grain and tuck mills on Clodiagh River. Corn
mill subsequently converted to a house and now an outbuilding.

Associated with

History The corn mill is cited as "old corn mill" on 1838 OS six-inch map. It seems to have
restarted as the 1840s Mill Valuation book records a corn and tuck mill under Patrick
Cahill. The corn mill was driven by an 8ft x 4ft wheel and had two sets of stones. The
tuck mill had an 11ft x 2ft 9in wheel and two beetles (fulling stocks?). The mills were
rated at only £5.10s.0d in the 1854 Griffith Valuation. The building was converted to a
dwelling in the mid 1800s. No mill is cited on the 1884 or 1910 OS maps.

Interest Setting

Evaluation This mill is of some landscape interest due to its proximity to the road. Its conversion
to a dwelling has diminished its industrial integrity and it is now of local heritage
significance only. It is also a Protected Structure in the Co Offaly County
Development Plan 2009-15.

Rating Local Protection Offaly RPS 22-08 Action

OFIAR-016-007Component 1

Type Grain mill (water); Tuck mill (water)

Category Food processing & products;
Textile manufacture & products

Context Industry

Irish Grid 225416 225821 +/- 10m

Surveyor Fred HamondSurvey date 10/06/2003

Remains Substantial remains Condition Fair Use Store

Grain milling; WoolFunction

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Waterworks

Building

Plant

Machinery

Description A 2½ storey/three-bay corn mill on left bank of Clodiagh River/ north side of minor
road. Pitched natural slate roof, two rendered chimneys, raised brick verge to west
end, and half-round metal rainwater goods. Partly rendered random rubble walls with
advanced brick eaves. Square-headed openings. Window openings have rendered
brick jambs and stone cills. 6/6 sash windows to road elevation and smaller fixed
windows to rear elevation. West gable is abutted by single-storey extension with
pitched corrugated asbestos roof; otherwise detailed as mill. The tuck mill was
probably part of the corn mill, but no evident traces survive.
Internally there is no obvious evidence of the building's former use as a mill.
According to the owner, it had an internal waterwheel, but there are now no traces of
any waterworks.



Other dbase NIAH 14916008 (R)

References
Valuation Mill Book, 1840s. Reproduced by Hogg, W. The Millers and Mills
of Ireland c.1850 (Dublin, 2000).

Page(s)

OFIAR-016-007_01 FWH Mill (at right) from south-west. Edward Grennon (owner) in foreground.10/06/2003

OFIAR-016-007_02 FWH Mill from north-west.10/06/2003



Site no OFIAR-016-031

County Offaly TownTownland Charleville Demesne

Planning Offaly CC Discovery map 48 Six-inch map 16

Summary Derelict remains of 1850s water-powered saw mill associated with Charleville
Demesne.

History Workshops are marked hereabouts on the 1838 OS six-inch map. An estate
document of 1863 notes that a waterwheel had recently been installed to drive circular
and frame saws, a lathe, grindstone, threshing machine, grain bruiser, chaff cutter and
bone crusher. The mill was probably built by the 3rd Earl of Charleville (died 1859). A
saw mill is captioned in the 1884 map. According to Mr James Hutton-Bury, the site's
owner, the saw milling equipment was superseded by a nearby diesel-powered saw.

Interest Historical

Evaluation This building and its associated waterworks are of local historical interest.

OFIAR-016-031Component 1

Type Bone mill (water); Saw mill (water);
Threshing mill (water); Water
pump (water)

Category Animal-based products; Farming
production; Timber processing &
products; Water supply & related
processes

Context Industry; Agriculture & fishing; Settl

Irish Grid 231287 223323 +/- 10m

Surveyor Fred HamondSurvey date 10/06/2003

Remains Traces Condition Poor Use Disused

Bone and fat products; Grain
processing; Timber processing &
products; Water supply

Function

Remains Substantial remains Condition Fair Use Disused

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Remains Some remains Condition Poor Use Disused

Waterworks

Building

Plant

Machinery

Description Fragmentary remains of a mid 19th century saw mill on east side of farmyard to
Charleville Estate. Only the west wall of what appears to have been a single-
storey/single-bay building survives. It is aligned north-south, and has been truncated
towards its north end. On its external (west) face is a 1.30m (4ft 3in) wide waterwheel
pit with a curved sluice rack at its intake end. The waterwheel may have been
replaced by a turbine in the 20th century, but there is now no trace of either.
On the wall's internal face is a small belt-driven water pump (probably driven off the
turbine). On the floor is a large pit which may mark the site of the saw frame.
A derelict building adjoins to east. It contains fragments of an electrical switchboard
and a notice board detailing the operation of a steam boiler which presumably once
existed hereabouts. There is a brick chimney on its east wall.
The water supply originated in the large lake at the south end of the demesne, south
of the main Tullamore road. Towards the mill, the open headrace was culverted. The
tailrace is likewise culverted. For the culvert carrying the race under the main road,
see bridge site OFIAR-016-054.



Associated with OFIAR-016-054

Other dbase

Rating Local

References

Protection Action

Batchen, P. Charleville Estate, Tullamore. Unpublished MS, 1971 (copy in
Offaly Historical Society Archive, Tullamore).

Page(s) 19-20

OFIAR-016-031_01 FWH Sawmill (middle left) and workshop (right) from south-west.10/06/2003

OFIAR-016-031_02 FWH Interior of sawmill, looking north.10/06/2003

OFIAR-016-031_03 FWH Waterwheel pit.10/06/2003



OFIAR-016-031_04 FWH Pump inside sawmill.10/06/2003



Site no OFIAR-016-034

County Offaly TownTownland Mucklagh

Planning Offaly CC Discovery map 48 Six-inch map 16

Summary Site of 18th/early 19th century water-powered corn and tuck mills on tributary of
Clodiagh River, to south of main road. Traces of tailrace only.

Associated with

Other dbase

History Cited as corn and tuck mill on 1838 OS six-inch map. Noted in 1840s Mill Valuation
book as belonging to John Molloy and containing an 11ft x 3ft waterwheel to two sets
of stones, and a 10ft x 2ft 6in wheel to two beetles (?fulling stocks). By 1854 Griffith
Valuation, only the corn mill was working, under Edward Mulloy; rated at £6. Probably
stopped in later 1800s. Shown as a partial roofless shell on 1910 OS map.

Interest None

Evaluation No industrial heritage significance.

Rating Record only

References

Protection Action

Valuation Mill Book, 1840s. Reproduced by Hogg, W. The Millers and Mills
of Ireland c.1850 (Dublin, 2000).
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OFIAR-016-034Component 1

Type Grain mill (water); Tuck mill (water)

Category Food processing & products;
Textile manufacture & products

Context Industry

Irish Grid 230746 222516 +/- 10m

Surveyor Fred HamondSurvey date 10/06/2003

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Grain milling; WoolFunction

Remains Traces Condition Poor Use Disused

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Waterworks

Building

Plant

Machinery

Description Site of 18th/19th century corn and tuck mills on tributary of Clodiagh River, to south
of main road. A modern house stands on the site. The tailrace is still discernible,
albeit overgrown and dry.



Site no OFIAR-016-040

County Offaly TownTownland Killina

Planning Offaly CC Discovery map 48 Six-inch map 16

Summary Derelict remains of 18th/early 19th century water-powered corn mill and kiln on
tributary of Clodiagh River, just south of Grand Canal. Store converted to dwelling in
mid 20th century.

Associated with

Other dbase

History Corn mill is cited on 1838 OS six-inch map. The corn mill is noted in 1840s Mill
Valuation book as belonging to William Boake. A 9ft x 4ft waterwheel powered two
sets of stones.
The fact that it is not cited in the 1850s Griffith Valuation, and not captioned on
subsequent OS maps suggests that it was out of use by the mid 1800s.

Interest None

Evaluation No special industrial heritage significance.

Rating Local Protection Action

OFIAR-016-040Component 1

Type Grain kiln; Grain mill (water)

Category Food processing & products Context Industry

Irish Grid 227965 224834 +/- 10m

Surveyor Fred HamondSurvey date 10/06/2003

Remains Substantial remains Condition Poor Use Disused

Grain millingFunction

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Remains No visible remains Condition N/A Use N/A

Waterworks

Building

Plant

Machinery

Description Derelict shell of 18th/19th corn mill, kiln and store on tributary of Clodiagh River, on
south side of Grand Canal. The store was converted to a dwelling in mid 1900s but is
now disused.
The block is of L plan and two storeys high. The single-bay corn mill is aligned east-
west at north, with a kiln return at SE, and a two-bay dwelling behind the kiln.
Only the house retains its pitched roof, clad in artificial slate, and with a rendered
chimney to centre. Walls of random rubble with square-headed openings, some with
brick dressings. Some window openings to the dwelling are later insertions into the
original store and have concrete trim and Georgian-style windows. A small mass-
concrete toilet abuts the house at SW.
A segmental headed brick opening on the west gable of the mill denotes the external
waterwheel pit, now infilled along with the head and tail races (the latter was ducted
under the canal). On the inside face of this wall is a curved recess signifying a great
spurwheel power transmission system. No plant or machinery survives.



References
Valuation Mill Book, 1840s. Reproduced by Hogg, W. The Millers and Mills
of Ireland c.1850 (Dublin, 2000).
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OFIAR-016-040_01 FWH General view of mill complex from north-west. Note Grand Canal at left.10/06/2003

OFIAR-016-040_02 FWH East elevation, showing dwelling (left) and overgrown kiln (centre) and mill gable
(right).

10/06/2003


